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Maintain and build on competitiveness in the pharmaceutical industry with zero trust
and a cloud-based security platform
In today’s pharma sector, it is vital to launch drugs, vaccines, and other new pharmaceutical products as
quickly as possible. Pharma companies need to constantly innovate to succeed in a highly competitive
environment. Because of this, the industry is at the top of the innovation curve.
In pursuit of innovative excellence, new business models, and competitive advantages, pharmaceutical
companies are entering into collaborative models that are firmly anchored in the industry’s DNA. The cloud
plays a considerable role, as it enables collaboration across companies. On one hand, companies are forging
partnerships with external institutions such as clinics, laboratories, and research centers. On the other hand,
they are investing heavily in mergers and acquisitions. Mergers & acquisitions (M&A) boost growth, quickly
exploit innovation potential, and better meet increasing regulatory requirements.
But collaboration models like this also result in complex IT infrastructures that present new security challenges
for pharmaceutical companies and their IT departments. Market leaders in the pharma sector in particular are
often unintentionally exposed to cyberthreats. The average cost of the damage caused by a security breach
amounts to $5.06 million, which puts the pharmaceutical industry at the top in an industry comparison.
Now we will look at the technological trends that have emerged with collaboration models and digital transformation toward the cloud, as well as the challenges they pose for IT security in pharmaceutical companies.
Examples of best practices show how pharmaceutical companies manage to tap into the cloud’s full potential
in IT security by adopting a zero trust approach and turning it into a business advantage.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY
TRENDS ON THE RISE

Cloud technologies are being used more and more in pharmaceutical companies
Digital transformation - the establishment of new business models based on digitization - gains speed as
new technologies emerge, and the number of devices and networks that pharmaceutical companies use
for their business processes is growing dramatically. Artificial intelligence and machine learning are already
being used extensively in pharmaceutical companies to structure big data. The 5G network - which serves
as the infrastructural backbone for the Internet of Things - enables countless devices within pharmaceutical
production lines to connect and collaborate at high speed.
Traditional data center operations are becoming less important. Work processes are increasingly shifting to
the cloud, and cloud technologies are being connected to the existing IT infrastructure, so it’s no longer just
a matter of shielding your network with a secure perimeter. Traditional network security made sense as long
as all applications were hosted in the data center and all users were on the network. Legacy Virtual Private
Network (VPN) technology was not designed to manage thousands of remote accesses; it suffers from
latency and security problems.
Faced with a sudden rise in users working from home, many companies initially managed to provide
their employees with secure cloud-based remote access to the central corporate network. The number
of people working from home increased six-fold due to the COVID-19 pandemic, reaching 24 percent
in Germany at the beginning of 2021. It is generally predicted that this trend toward remote work will
intensify in the future and that many people working from home will opt for a hybrid work model. These
developments leave many questions to be answered: is there still a need for a classic office network
under these conditions? How must the IT infrastructure adapt in order to support a hybrid workforce
in the long term?
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WHY PHARMA-

CEUTICAL COMPANIES MUST ACT NOW

Collaborations as established pharmaceutical business models
M&A are a frequent growth strategy for pharmaceutical companies in order to stay ahead of the
competition and develop new business models and the necessary know-how. In 2018, the transaction
volume in the global pharmaceutical industry was close to $150 billion. However, these M&A activities
need to be implemented quickly to accelerate synergies and ensure rapid monetization. This is exactly
where the time-consuming merging of networks proves to be an obstacle to speed. In addition, the
mutual opening of networks must be secured. Thus, M&A activities often drag on for months, and
sometimes even years.
A permanent challenge is the collaboration with third party suppliers. Said suppliers must be able
to access the core systems quickly and securely to enable an effective partnership. However, IT
experts usually lack transparency about who has access to what data and tools under which security
parameters. As a result, companies are involuntarily exposing themselves to a security risk. How can IT
control which third parties the company works with? How can they ensure that only necessary apps
can be accessed without affecting the entire network? There are a number of regulatory concerns
when working in the cloud, especially when it comes to working with partners. All work environments must be verified, and information must be protected from unauthorized access.
Strict internet regulations in China also present the industry with additional challenges. Electronic
business correspondence is significantly slowed, if not blocked, by the “Great Firewall.” Pharmaceutical
companies that use Google services find it difficult to seamlessly conduct business with their Chinese
production sites and have difficulty connecting to remote users.
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Outdated IT and increased network complexity
In their decades of existence, major global pharmaceutical companies have gone through
countless business models - introduced new ones and left some behind. Over time, this has
resulted in a complex IT environment that is difficult to manage, which creates security issues.
In the search for quick solutions, many employees have independently installed solutions,
bypassing IT and creating “shadow IT,” thus evading central control.
This is exacerbated by the global shortage of qualified security experts who could address the
security issues of the existing network. One third of German companies say they have problems
finding IT experts, and it takes an average of six months before an IT position can be filled. While
the skill shortage was already a problem before the pandemic, the battle for talent has intensified
given the escalating tasks required to manage complex IT environments.
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Increased cybercrime due to digitalization
Digitization presents a plethora of security issues that pose a potential threat to all sectors of the
economy. Digitization technologies are developing rapidly, but the methods and tools used by
cybercriminals are also becoming increasingly sophisticated. The pharmaceutical and healthcare
industries are among those particularly targeted, as evidenced by numerous recent examples.
Consequences of a cyberattack include tarnished brand reputation and loss of intellectual
property, delayed time to market, and high costs to defend or eliminate damage.

Bottom line:
modernizing IT is less of an option and more of a
priority for pharmaceutical companies to prevent
cyberattacks. A zero trust security concept not
only protects against security issues, but should
be part of a holistic transformation strategy to
strengthen innovation in the pharmaceutical
industry.

Learn more about
cybercrime
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HOW ZERO TRUST
CAN OVERCOME IT
SECURITY CHALLENGES

Zero Trust
is a holistic approach to protect companies in the age
of digitization. It is based on the principle of minimal
access rights and the concept that no user or application should be inherently trusted. Accordingly, trust is
only established based on user identity and context,
with policies serving as gatekeepers at every step.

Pharmaceutical companies must be prepared to set up their defense and control mechanisms where
connections are established: on the internet. To ensure that these are fast and secure, regardless of
how or where users connect and access their applications, a new concept is needed: the “zero trust
approach.”
The zero trust security concept is based on the principle of not trusting any device, user, or service
inside or outside the network. To implement this, extensive measures must be taken to analyze and
authenticate network traffic. The risk to corporate networks and applications is minimized by providing visibility to all traffic and policy-based access rights to the internet and applications in multi-cloud
environments or the data center.
By introducing a cloud-based zero trust security platform, pharmaceutical companies can solve their
current IT problems. This is holistic restructuring that combines apps, security aspects, connectivity,
and a new network architecture. Based on this, companies can approach their digital transformation
journey strategically.
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Learn more about the
Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange
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Network complexity in multi-cloud environments
The Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange enables employees with fast and secure connections to access
applications from anywhere, effectively allowing the internet to act as a corporate network.
Individual user access is segmented granularly at application level, including remote access to the
data center and applications in cloud environments. The Zero Trust Exchange protects thousands
of customers from cyberattacks and data breaches by securely connecting users, devices, and
applications from any location based on policy through an encrypted microtunnel.
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Learn more about the
Zscaler Cloud Protection
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Workload segmentation

Zscaler Cloud Protection (ZCP) uses the Zero Trust Exchange platform not only to mitigate the
risk associated with cloud migration, but also to reduce operational complexity. ZCP identifies
workloads in the cloud and ensures strong security posture, enabling secure application access
for authorized users only and secure access for workloads to other clouds, data centers, and the
internet. It also aims to mitigate attack risks by preventing the lateral movement of attackers.
Users expect a fast and seamless digital experience. The Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange provides this
and more. Measuring and improving digital experiences in a cloud and hybrid work environment
requires a unified view of applications, Cloudpath, and endpoint performance metrics. Zscaler
Digital Experience is a cloud-native service that analyzes, remediates, and resolves user experience issues as part of the world’s largest security cloud.
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Learn more about Securing
Cloud Transformation

Security

Lightbulb

Public Cloud

Moving from a rigid, perimeter-focused security architecture to an architecture that accommodates
a myriad of different architectures and control points in the cloud requires both theoretical and
practical changes. This requires both a new way of thinking about a solution and the right technology to implement it. Security itself needs to be moved to the cloud. The cloud and zero trust create
the conditions for a comprehensive solution. This is the core of the zero trust approach to secure
cloud transformation.

Employees

Partners

Private Cloud / Data Center

Mergers & Acquisitions
More than 50,000 mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures are completed each year. Merging networks
often proves to be extremely time consuming. A cloud-based security approach not only simplifies IT
integration during M&A or divestitures (and shortens the process to a few weeks), but also reduces
the company’s attack surface.
Zscaler Private Access (ZPA) is a cloud-based solution that provides secure access to internal
applications hosted in the cloud or a data center via the Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange. By granting
granular access permissions, ZPA can ensure authorized employees have access to the applications
they need on the acquired network - even during corporate acquisitions - without opening up
the entire network for access.

M&A with ZPA

10. 1. 1.x/24

Company A

10. 1. 1.x/24

Company B

Learn more about Zscaler
Private Access (ZPA)
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Mike Towers
CISO at Takeda

Overall the business value
and impact of our partnership with Zscaler and our
march to zero trust has
given us a shorter time
to value.
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DRIVING IT
TRANSFORMATION –
WITH ZERO TRUST

IT managers in pharmaceutical companies evaluate
the use of new cloud-based technologies from a
technical-strategic perspective. They are particularly
concerned with driving their company’s digital transformation forward.

Implementing digital transformation strategically
A strategy for implementing digital transformation is particularly important in fast-moving and highly
competitive markets such as the pharmaceutical industry in order to maintain and expand previous
competitive advantages. The three pillars of cybersecurity, IT transformation, and user experience
are addressed here.
Cybersecurity means ensuring the secure operation of applications and networks, both on-site
and remotely. Preventive measures must be taken to find security gaps and close them as quickly as
possible. This notably applies to the integration of IT infrastructures in the course of M&A activities.
App/network segmentation and access restriction (e.g. in vaccine development) are the appropriate
tools for this. They minimize lateral movements within the network and secure collaboration with
external parties by granting them as little privileged access as possible.
IT transformation is about reducing the complexity of the infrastructure (which generally increases in
the course of M&A activities). Business mergers must be implemented technically. Legacy systems must
be replaced, and business operations will be subsequently accelerated by switching to modern cloudbased tools.
Enabling employees to work reliably from anywhere - regardless of the end device - while maintaining
consistently good performance is the focus of optimizing the User Experience. A high level of security
cannot be at odds with productivity in the workplace.
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STRENGTHENING SECURE
BUSINESS GROWTH –
WITH ZERO TRUST

By implementing a zero trust strategy via a cloudbased security platform, business leaders primarily
want to strengthen their company’s innovative power,
secure growth and profitability, and achieve rapid
monetization of M&A and R&D activities.

Exploiting the power of innovation
In order to remain competitive in the highly competitive market environment of the pharmaceutical
sector, innovative ability, process efficiency and reliability, and a short time-to-market are essential.
The right choice and the use of appropriate technologies support business decision makers in achieving
these strategic goals. The focus is on three sub-areas: growth and development, reduced business risk,
and operational excellence.
Growth and development means M&A activities are accelerated and thus quickly monetized, and
time to market is reduced (e.g. vaccine development!). A modern IT infrastructure helps to exploit the
innovation potential in the best possible way and improve cooperation with partners in all areas.
It also supports the implementation of new revenue models and adapted supply chains.
Reduced business risk means minimizing security risks with a simultaneous trend toward remote work,
thereby ensuring the protection of the most valuable assets. This is because increased home office
models, collaboration with external parties, and integration in the course of M&A have visibly
increased the risk of potential cyberthreats.
Operational excellence means optimizing productivity and efficiency to accelerate innovation.
Fast monetization and the shortest possible time-to-market for new pharmaceutical products are
also critical factors here.
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THE KEY BENEFITS
WITH ZSCALER

With Zscaler spearheading secure digital transformation
in the pharmaceutical industry, companies in this industry have an experienced expert by their side. By using
the world’s largest Zero Trust Exchange Platform with its
zero trust proxy architecture, pharmaceutical companies
can strengthen their innovative power. This puts them
in a position to tackle the “digital transformation” project
with the highest added value and minimized risks.

Ê Architecture : Existing architectures are overlapped to accelerate digital transformation
and deliver efficient, secure, customer-centric, and scalable services.
Ê Efficiency: A simple IT reduces complexity and costs.
Ê Security: Improved resilience and an overall higher security position through centralized,
cross-departmental monitoring prevents data loss and minimizes security risks.
Ê Customer focus: A zero trust security approach supports work-from-anywhere environments,
increases capacity, reduces latency, and creates a consistent user experience.
Ê Scalability: A modern, agile platform underpins digital innovation, accelerates
digital transformation, and creates capacity for growth.
Ê M&A activities: This pose a challenge to network and security teams responsible for
ensuring user connectivity to internal apps and the security of sensitive data. A zero trust
platform provides security and faster monetization of mergers and acquisitions.
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